This paper treats Pushkin’s "Sozhennoe pis'mo" and "Tsarskosel'skaia statuiia" as concentrated reflections on the destruction of two emblematic objects, the letter consigned to the flames by the desperate lover and the urn accidentally broken by the girl of the statue. Each poem presents its own victory over loss. Though the letter must be burned, the fire that consumes it captures the essence of passion, in a "love-death." The lyrical gaze focuses on the letter to set it ablaze, yet the poem is cast in long, Alexandrine couplets which retard the action and elevate the letter to the status of a solemn sacrifice. The "love-death" is also a holocaust, and the poem closes by eternalizing its memory. In the statue poem, written in classical meter, the object of contemplation becomes the broken urn. The miracle of the fountain flowing from it may serve as a symbol of the continuity of culture despite all dislocations, part of the general affirmation that life springs eternal. Each poem is a paradox. Had the letter not been burned, its passion would not have been liberated. Had the urn not been broken, its waters would never have been released.
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